August 21, 2019
Jim Madaffer
Chairman of the Board
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
Subject:

Potential De-Annexation of RMWD and FPUD from SDCWA

Dear Jim:
We have received your letter from earlier today. Your letter arrived just as we were preparing to send
you this letter. In your letter you inquired as to the status of the “proposal” that we would be producing
for the review of the SDCWA Board and GMs. Please find our response to your request attached.
Since our meeting on July 30th, we wanted to make certain that our information and numbers were
accurate as possible, so we carefully prepared this document. Additionally, while we were preparing
this we also thought that we might be receiving a detailed explanation as to what different view that
SDCWA may have regarding the controlling provision of the County Water Authority Act; but we still
have not received that.
We also spent a considerable amount of time attempting to align all the relevant statutes, codes, and
policies that govern our relationship with SDCWA to the concept of an “exit fee” that you had proposed.
We were unable to identify a mechanism that would allow us to calculate this “exit fee” so we continue
to request that if SDCWA has information related to how this is done we would be appreciative if you
could educate us in this regard.
Finally, we want to be clear that it is our goal to have meaningful discussions with SDCWA about the
County Water Authority Act and come to some common understanding of the meaning of its provisions
related to exclusion of territory. It is our hope to reach this understanding before our respective Boards
take any action related to this process.
Sincerely,
RAINBOW MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

Tom Kennedy
General Manager
ENCLOSURE: RMWD/FPUD Summary of Detachment Document
cc:

SDCWA Board Members
SDCWA General Managers
FPUD/RMWD General Counsels

3707 Old Highway 395 • Fallbrook, CA 92028
(760) 728-1178 • Fax (760) 728-2575 • www.rainbowmwd.com
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Due to the unique location of Fallbrook Public Utility District (FPUD) and Rainbow Municipal Water District
(RMWD) with connections on Metropolitan’s aqueduct, the Districts have evaluated the feasibility of
detachment/exclusion from San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) and attachment to Eastern
Municipal Water District (EMWD). The evaluation shows that this process is feasible and saves a
significant amount in purchased water costs and would result in a balance between cost and reliability
that is appropriate for both Districts. The primary drivers for FPUD’s and RMWD’s continued interest in
further evaluating this process are:
•
•
•

The cost differential that the wholesale agency adds to Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California’s (MWD) cost. Currently this cost is $11 an acre-foot for EMWD and over $500 for
SDCWA.
FPUD and RMWD have fewer ratepayers with less household income and at the same time are
paying high costs for wholesale water operations, maintenance and improvements of the
Districts’ local infrastructure, which creates affordability issues.
The FPUD and RMWD service areas remain primarily rural agricultural in nature and are very
different than almost all of the other SDCWA member agencies that have experienced urban
growth and economic development. The calculation of the relative benefits of SDCWA supply
reliability investments is different in our area than it is for the more urban areas.

1. BACKGROUND
The SDCWA serves 24 member agencies and owns both water supply, treatment and conveyance facilities.
SDCWA is a member agency of MWD. SDCWA both purchases water from MWD to meet some SDCWA
water supply needs, and also receives its own water through MWD’s conveyance system. In contrast to
other MWD member agencies, which just own the turnout off MWDs aqueduct, SDCWA owns and
operates its own conveyance facilities. Unlike all other SDCWA member agencies, due to their geographic
location in the county, FPUD and RMWD receive the water they each purchase from SDCWA directly off
the MWD conveyance facilities (See Figure 1 in Appendix A). Additionally, most of the SDCWA water
purchased by both FPUD and RMWD is treated water from MWD’s Skinner Water Treatment Plant, since
the SDCWA Twin Oaks Valley Water Treatment Plant and SDCWA Desalination supplies are delivered to
points further south on SDCWA’s aqueducts.
FPUD is a founding member agency of the Water Authority and RMWD joined in 1954. Both Districts have
a long and rich history as predominantly agricultural Member Agencies of the SDCWA. Growth of
commercial agriculture within the FPUD and RMWD service areas was due to the availability of affordable
imported water. With a price sensitive agricultural industry and a small and economically diverse resident
population located in a rural setting, the customer base of both FPUD and RMWD is different from almost
all other SDCWA member agencies. This difference makes it more challenging for FPUD and RMWD
customers to absorb increases to the cost of SDCWA water and funding the maintenance and
improvement of local infrastructure.
Because of their location, both Districts are unique and mostly independent of the SDCWA Aqueduct
system, its reservoirs and its water treatment plant. These are key attributes shared by both Districts:
•

Most of both Districts’ water is delivered through MWD owned pipelines
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•
•
•
•
•

The Districts’ connections on SDCWA owned pipelines are at the very top of SDCWA’s Aqueduct
system to pipelines that were built in the 1950s and 1970s
Because of a lack of facilities, neither District receives treated water from the SDCWA Twin Oaks
Valley Water Treatment Plant, although under certain hydraulic conditions RMWD can receive
limited amounts of water to its furthest southern service area
Nearly all of both Districts’ treated water is currently delivered from MWD’s Lake Skinner Water
Treatment Plant and all demands can be provided through this plant
Although both Districts pay for emergency water service, neither can physically receive deliveries
from SDCWA in a catastrophic emergency or even in the event of an SDCWA shutdown for repair
as is happening currently on pipeline 4
A substantial amount of both Districts’ agricultural customer base is tied to MWD for price and
reliability through SDCWA’s Transitional Special Agricultural Water Rate (TSAWR)

2. DIFFERENCES IN FPUD AND RMWD RATEPAYER CHARACTERISTICS
The FPUD and RMWD service areas are very different than almost all of the other SDCWA member
agencies that have experienced rapid growth and economic development and where availability of
additional water supply and reliability is most critically important. It is a comparison of a rural and semirural area that land use plans indicate will remain as such to the urban and suburban core of San Diego
County where most people and economic activity is located. Population and housing density are the two
most important attributes of the strength of a water utility’s rate base to meet its mission in an affordable
manner. The service areas of both our districts could not be more different that the rest of the SDCWA
service area.
FPUD and RMWD have fewer ratepayers with less household income and at the same time are paying
high costs for wholesale water operations, maintenance and improvements of the Districts’ local
infrastructure, which creates affordability issues. Larger populations with more households per acre and
less price sensitive commercial and industrial customers spreads the cost of wholesale water and local
infrastructure costs over vastly more ratepayers and addresses many affordability problems.
FPUD/RMWD will continue to be defined by low population and housing density that cannot be offset by
higher household incomes.
In exploring detachment/exclusion from the Water Authority and annexation to EMWD, FPUD and RMWD
have evaluated, and still are evaluating, several factors. First, the Districts are evaluating, as indicated in
Table 1, the 2020 differential between SDCWA Full Service Municipal and Industrial (M&I) rates and what
EMWD has indicated would be the rate charged to the Districts.
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Table 1 – Comparison of SDCWA and EMWD/MWD Rates

Rate Component
($/AF)
FS TR
RTS
CC
IAC
EMWD
Total
Rate Differential
Rate Differential
w/o Transp.

SDCWA

EMWD/MWD

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,686
28
24
43
1,781

1,078
82
24
11
1,195
($586)/AF
($454/AF)

Source: SDCWA and MWD websites
Note: IAC is converted to $ per AF based on FPUD/RMWD 2020 shares divided by FPUD/RMWD 3 year average of SDCWA
deliveries
MWD RTS is based on FPUD and RMWD 2020 shares divided by FPUD and RMWD 10 year deliveries
MWD CC is based on FPUD and RMWD actual 2020 shares divided by FPUD RMWD 3 year average
Stand-By Availability charge is considered equivalent regardless of membership and not shown

Second, the Districts are assessing the continuing upwards pressure on SDCWA’s rates caused by overall
reduced demand and increased costs for its more reliable supply sources as it reduces SDCWA’s lower
cost purchases from MWD. Although SDCWA’s use of reserves over the last few years has reduced
potential rate impacts from lower demand and increasing supply costs the Districts see that as temporary
and short term rate relief. In short, with reduced demand on SDCWA the Districts are concerned about
long term rate impacts.
In forecasting future water rates, the Districts do not find a disparity in cost drivers that indicate MWD
rates will increase at a much more rapid rate than SDCWA’s rates. Figure 2 in Appendix A is an analysis
that shows SDCWA rates increasing at what may be an optimistic annual average of 3% while MWD rates
increase at a more conservative 4% and EMWD’s mark up at 3.5%. Even if SDCWA rates do increase at a
rate less than MWD and EMWD (which is optimistic), there is still considerable long-term savings to FPUD
and RMWD.
The Districts are also evaluating detachment/exclusion from the perspective of identifying longer term
price certainty for the Districts’ commercial agricultural customers that are under the Transitional Special
Agricultural Water Rate (TSAWR) program. In CY 2020 TSAWR customers wholesale cost of water will be
$494/AF lower ($362/AF for deliveries not charged the Transportation rate) than SDCWA’s full service
Municipal & Industrial treated water rate. In exchange for a reduced rate, TSAWR customers receive
lower reliability and do not benefit from SDCWA water supply investments in a cutback.
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Table 2 - Comparison of 2020 Water Rates - SDCWA TSAWR, Full Service M&I and Potential EMWD
Charges
Rate TSAWR

SDCWA FS

EMWD

$1,686

$1,078

RTS 28

28

82

CC 24

24

24

IAC 43

43

0

Treated $1,192

EMWD
Total $1,287

11
$1,781

$1,195

Rate Differential From ($494/AF)
SDCWA FS

($586/AF)

W/O Transportation ($362/AF)

($454/AF)

Source :SDCWA and MWD websites
Note: IAC is converted to $ per AF based on FPUD/RMWD 2020 shares divided by FPUD/RMWD 3 year average of SDCWA
deliveries
MWD RTS is based on FPUD and RMWD 2020 shares divided by FPUD and RMWD 10 year deliveries
MWD CC is based on FPUD and RMWD actual 2020 shares divided by FPUD RMWD 3 year average
Stand-By Availability charge is considered equivalent regardless of membership and not shown

TSWR has been critical in addressing the affordability needs of the two District’s commercial agricultural
customers. TSAWR is a discretionary program that for the fifth time in just over 10 years is under review
by SDCWA to determine if it should be extended and does not allow for new customers to enter the
program. Since those customers are already tied to MWD full service rates and reliability,
detachment/exclusion would provide price certainty in the longer term than continued reliance on
SDCWA’s Transitional Agricultural Water Program. Termination or substantial reduction in the benefit of
that program would have severe financial impacts on both Districts’ commercial agricultural customers.
3. WHAT ARE THE LONG TERM COST IMPACTS TO SDCWA MEMBER AGENCIES
In a recent email to the Board of Directors and member agency General Managers SDCWA staff, using
2018 as the base year, estimated that the annual loss in revenue to SDCWA from an FPUD and RMWD
detachment/exclusion was $13.4 Million. There was no explanation in the communication as to the basis
of this number (how it was calculated/ what it represents). We have requested the basis of that calculation
because it is substantially higher than what we have estimated but we were told by SDCWA counsel that
it will not be provided.
In the absence of a response from SDCWA we prepared an estimate of the FPUD and RMWD contributions
to SDCWA revenue in a Base Year of FY 2018. We used SDCWA source documents to determine the
amount of water deliveries and revenues contributed by FPUD and RMWD in FY 2018. We believe the
correct approach is to determine the amount of revenue contributed is to also calculate as credits revenue
collected by SDCWA and passed through to MWD and revenue that SDCWA would no longer be charged
by MWD in a detachment/exclusion. For example, SDCWA purchases treated MWD Tier 1 water to serve
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FPUD/RMWD. SDCWA paid 20-$23 more per acre foot. Specifically, FPUD/RMWD deliveries associated
with MWD’s Readiness To Serve (RTS) and Capacity Charge (CC) will be charged to EMWD and will no
longer be assessed to SDCWA.
The Table 3 below provides an estimate of FPUD and RMWD FY 2018 revenues contributed for SDCWA
costs adjusted for SDCWA savings resulting from a potential detachment/exclusion.

Table 3: SDCWA Annual Net Revenue from FPUD/RMWD
Fixed
Charges1

$7,476,818

$

Melded

Transp

Supply2

Charge

3,614,531

$

1,467,831

Melded Trtmnt.
Credit 3

$ (638,547)

Avoided
RTS

Avoided

Total

CC

Net
Revenue

$(1,687,420)1

$ (767,823)

$ 9,462,890

Amounts From SDCWA 2016 and 2017 Rates & Charges Ordinances
Non TSAWR deliveries less MWD Tier 1 pass through
3 Melded Treatment Rate less MWD Treated Surcharge results in a credit to SDCWA.
1
2

According to SDCWA’s 2018 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) a net reduction in revenue of
$9,462,890 is equal to 1.4% of Total FY 18 Operating Revenue of $663.5 Million (see below Table 9 copied
from the SDCWA CAFR). We believe illustrating for the benefit of other SDCWA member agencies, the cost
of FPUD/RMWD detachment/exclusion on a single year of revenue does not provide an accurate picture
of the longer term impacts. For example, FPUD will soon begin construction of the Santa Margarita River
Conjunctive Use Project (SMRCUP), a groundwater conjunctive use local supply project that will provide
it an average annual yield of 3,100 acre feet. Like any other SDCWA member agency with a local supply,
its demand on SDCWA for water will be reduced, as will its contribution for the volumetric fixed charges
for Customer Service, Storage and Supply Reliability. It will also avoid MWD Tier 1 purchases and
treatment and reduce payments for RTS and CC. Looking longer term the loss of revenue from
FPUD/RMWD detachment/exclusion will be further reduced as it pertains to IAC revenue which will be
replaced by growth in meters in future years in other service areas that are experiencing substantial
growth.

SOURCE: SDCWA 2018 CAFR
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There is also some capital program savings to the other agencies due to the detachment of FPUD/RMWD.
As noted previously FPUD/RMWD are unable to receive emergency water service because of the lack of a
pump station capable of conveying treated water to our agencies. FPUD/RMWD detachment/exclusion
will avoid the remaining $36,690,000 of the total $39,900,000 capital expense for the Emergency Storage
Project’s North County Pump Station. The budgetary impact of not building that facility should be
considered at least a $2 million annual credit if amortized over 30 years at a 4% interest rate plus any
avoided annual operating costs.
4. LEGAL PROCESS FOR DETACHMENT/EXCLUSION AND TERMS
As noted above, the County Water Authority Act (Water Code Appendix sections 45-1 et seq.), the law
under which SDCWA exists and is organized, provides the organizational framework for county water
authorities formed in California. Section 45-11 of the CWA Act sets forth certain requirements a member
agency must follow in order to detach from SDCWA, including requiring an election of the electors of the
member agency seeking detachment. However, the process for detachment/exclusion of the Districts
from SDCWA and annexation of the Districts into EMWD, must be brought before the applicable Local
Agency Formation Commissions (LAFCO) pursuant of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government
Reorganization Act of 2000 (Government Code section 56000 set seq.) (CKH Act). Here because of the
nature of the jurisdictional changes that will be involved if the Districts ultimately pursue
detachment/exclusion, proceedings by both San Diego LAFCO and Riverside LAFCO will be involved.
Under the CKH Act, LAFCOs are charged with conducting hearings, making determinations, and imposing
conditions on the approval of proposed changes in certain public agency boundaries within the county in
which the LAFCO sits. Here the exclusion from SDCWA, and annexation of FPUD into EMWD, would result
in EMWD being located in more than one county (San Diego and Riverside) and therefore proceedings
before both San Diego LAFCO and Riverside County LAFCO will be involved. The Districts’ understanding
from its discussion with San Diego LAFCO is that the following will need to take place:
•

An Application would be filed with Riverside LAFCO to amend EMWD’s sphere of influence to add
the territory within the jurisdictional boundaries of RMWD and FPUD, along with a supporting
municipal service review document. The Districts understand, again from discussions with San
Diego LAFCO, that the outcome of the sphere of influence amendment would be the basis for
considering a separate application to San Diego LAFCO, as described in the next bullet.

•

Application(s) would be filed with San Diego LAFCO seeking detachment/exclusion from SDCWA
and annexation into EMWD (a “reorganization” under the CKH Act). San Diego LAFCO’s
consideration would occur following the action of Riverside LAFCO with San Diego LAFCO serving
as the principal county for purposes of the reorganization.

Ultimately, should both Riverside LAFCO (for the sphere of influence amendment) and San Diego LAFCO
(for the reorganization, i.e., detachment/exclusion from SDCWA and annexation into EMWD) be
approved, the reorganization would not take effect until after the electors of RMWD and/or FPUD vote in
support of the reorganization. If the election is successful, the taxable property within the detaching
member agency may still continue to be taxable by SDCWA for the purpose of paying bonded and other
indebtedness outstanding or contracted for at the time of the detachment/exclusion. (Water Code
Appendix section 41-11(a)(2).)
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The preference of FPUD/RMWD would be to establish potential terms with SDCWA to include as part of
the application for detachment/exclusion if the District’s governing bodies elect to submit an application
to San Diego LAFCO. As part of this process, on May 21, 2019, Tom Kennedy, RMWD’s General Manager
met with SDCWA Chair Madaffer and Vice Chair Croucher, at which Mr. Kennedy shared that RMWD and
FPUD were exploring the feasibility of detachment/exclusion from SDCWA and annexing into Eastern
MWD. At this meeting Chair Madaffer first raised the concept of payment by RMWD and FPUD of an
appropriate “exit fee.” No commitments were made at that time other than an agreement to meet to
discuss the “exit fee” concept and how it fit into the framework set out in the CWA Act for
detachment/exclusion of member agencies. Ultimately this meeting did not occur until July 30, 2019. In
attendance were representatives from SDCWA (Board Officers, Acting General Manager and Counsel),
representatives of both FPUD and RMWD (General Managers and Counsel). While FPUD and RMWD were
prepared to discuss the CWA Act, provisions establishing the manner in which a member agency may
seek detachment/exclusion from SDCWA. There was some discussion about the “exit fee” concept but no
statutory authority for the “exit fee” was provided. 1 After considerable back and forth, Chair Madaffer
asked the representatives from Rainbow and Fallbrook to come up with a proposal on how we would
calculate this “exit fee.”
In the absence of any statutory basis, the “exit fee” concept has significant challenges. As an example,
consider when a corporation divides itself into two successor entities, an area where there is considerable
case law for guidance. If a corporation were to split, the assets and liabilities of the corporation are divided
to apply a relative share of these assets and liabilities to each of the new entities. SDCWA has detailed
calculations of the financial contribution of each member agency that is used to define the voting rights
on the SDCWA Board. In this situation, as of January 1, 2018 Rainbow has contributed a bit over $500
Million to SDCWA over the years and Fallbrook just under $300 Million. Our relative share of total financial
contributions to SDCWA as a percentage of all contributions are 4.00% for Rainbow and 2.32% for
Fallbrook. Historically, this issue has been fraught with controversy by and among SDCWA member
agencies. For this reason, the Districts firmly believe that focusing on the statutory provisions in the
County Water Authority Act regarding detachment/exclusion and continuing obligations of agencies
detached/excluded from SDCWA, rather than concepts not statutorily applicable in to SDCWA (such as
“exit fee/ credit for assets”). 2

1

As stated in Section 4 above, there is no statutory requirement for an “exit fee” when a SDCWA member agency
successfully detaches/excludes itself from SDCWA. Instead, as outlined in Section 4 above, the CWA Act contains
specific provisions detailing how existing debt obligations are secured should a member agency
detachment/exclusion from SDCWA occur.
2
In this model of corporate separation, RMWD and FPUD would be liable for 4% and 3.32% of the liabilities of
SDCWA, respectively. However, in this method of accounting, should one of the entities that is separating leave
assets behind with the other entity, they would also be credited for the assets they are leaving behind. If we were
to apply this commonly used methodology in the corporate world to this situation, the situation gets more
challenging as all of the assets owned by SDCWA were paid for by its member agencies over time. Since RMWD
and FPUD may propose to be divested of all ownership of all assets, the value of the assets paid for by the
ratepayers of RMWD and FPUD would then be reapportioned among the remaining member agencies, increasing
their respective “ownership” value of these assets. RMWD and FPUD would need to be compensated for these
assets. Since the assets owned by SDCWA exceed the liabilities, the net outcome of this concept would mean that
SDCWA would end up owing RMWD and FPUD considerable sums of money as part of this process.
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Because of this, we recommend that SDCWA, RMWD and FPUD work together to follow the provisions of
the CWA Act as it pertains to the detachment/exclusion of member agencies from SDCWA. After all, when
the California Legislature created the CWA Act, it clearly intended to provide a process for member agency
detachment/exclusion from a County Water Authority. A copy of the statutory language relative to
detachment/exclusion of territory from the CWA Act is included in Appendix B. Ignoring clearly applicable
statutory language and instead crafting some sort of “exit fee” outside of the structures provided in the
CWA Act could be legally problematic.
With that said, if SDCWA has some alternative interpretation of the applicable provisions of the CWA Act,
and does not result in the unintended consequences described above, both RMWD and FPUD would be
happy to discuss this methodology.
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Appendix A

Figure 1 – Location of FPUD/RMWD relative to MWD and SDCWA aqueducts.
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25 Year Rate Projection
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Figure 2- Projection of CWA, MWD and EMWD Rates
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APPENDIX B

